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ABSTRACT

The DiagnosticInstrumentationand AnalysisLaboratory(DIAL)at Mississippi

State University(MSU) is developingdiagnosticinstrumentsfor MHD power train

data acquisitibnand for supportof MHD componentdevelopmenttest facilities.

Microprocessor-controlledoptical instruments,initially developed for Heat

Recovery/SeedRecovery support, are being refined, and new systems to measure

temperaturesand gas-seed-slagstream characteristicsare being developed. To

furtherdata acquisitionand analysiscapabilities,the diagnostic systemsare

being interfacedwith DIAL's computers. Technical support for the diagnostic

needs of the national MHD research effort is being provided. DIAL personnel

will also cooperatewith governmentagenciesand private industriesto improve

the transformationof researchand developmentresultsinto processes,products

and services applicable to their needs.
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PROJECTOBJECTIVES

Diagnostic and special instrumentation beyond that which is normally

required for appropriate control and operation of an electrical power production

facility is required for a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) power system. The DOE

coal-fired MHDproof-of-concept program will serve as the precursor to larger

scale demonstration facilities and commercially-implemented plants. In order

that the transition to commercially feasible plant designs be made as quickly

and as effectively as possible, it is essential to determine as much as possible

about the detailed component operation of the MHDpower train and the Heat

Recovery/Seed Recovery system.

Conventional diagnostic sensors are of limited use in characterizing the

MHDgas stream and special diagnostic instrumentation systems are needed to

provide the means to monitor and collect engineering data to determine specific

parameters, both baseline values and fluctuations, and to provide background

information for continuing MHDdevelopment, solutions to technological barriers,

and a basis for future plant designs. The accurate characterization of the

thermal, chemical and flow properties is essential for future design optimi-
zation.

The scale-up process is a nonlinear extrapolation because many of the

physical processes are nonlinear. To decrease the uncertainties in this

nonlinear extrapolation to a new, larger design, it is necessary to rely not

only on engineering experience with smaller systems, but also on mathematical

models which describe the physical processes and the manner in which they behave

as design variables are changed. Mathematical models require the input of

detailed data; the greater the quantity and quality of data, the more accurate

the model and the smaller the uncertainty in the extrapolation to larger designs.

The baseline data obtained by diagnostic measurements at the Component

Development and Integration Facility (CDIF) and Coal-Fired Flow Facility (CFFF)

are providing important engineering experience and data for developing

appropriate analytical models. Tests of these models, as well as information

to further develop these design models, will be provided by diagnostic mea-

surements on these facilities. These measurements are essential to minimize

the technological risks associated with the ultimate construction of a retrofit

MHDfacility or a commercial MHDpower plant.
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Moreover, measurements of selected parameters coupled with empirical

correlations or an accurate model can contribute significantly to improved

control strategies and the selection of control instrumentation. The direct

measurement of a particularlyuseful parameterfor system control may be very

difficult,ifnot impossible.However,anotherparameterwhich can be correlated

to the parameter of interestmay be much easier to measure. The application

of advanced instrumentationpromises to produce fundamentaladvances in this

area. This type of informationwill be very important in the selection of

control instrumentationfor a commercialMHD power plant.

MHD flows represent possibly the most severe environmentencountered by

gasdynamic diagnostics, and special state-of-the-arttechniques and instru-

mentation systems are required to monitor and collect data for MHD component

systems. In addition,these systems are operatingunder severe environmental

and magnetic field conditions. The Diagnostic Instrumentationand Analysis

Laboratory (DIAL) at Mississippi State University is developing and applying

advancedopticaldiagnostictechniquesand instrumentationsystemswhich provide

nonintrusive, remote, real-time measurements and are designed to operate

successfully in the industrial-likeenvironment of large-scale facilities.

Such diagnostic instrumentationcan provide the informationrequired to more

clearly characterizethe variousprocesses involved in the ash/seed-ladengas

stream of the coal-fired MHD flow. Moreover, these systems will provide

performancemonitors giving real-time indicationsof

• water leaks,

• nonuniformityin the K-seed,

• flow train discontinuitiesin the channel,

• flow distributionsand turbulence levels,

• combustor performance,stoichiometry,

• proper operatingconditionsto optimizeefficiencyand component
Iifetime,

• the extent of ash rejectionby the combustor,

• conductivity,generator performance,

• hot spots (e.g., in the radiant boiler),

• baghouse and/or electrostaticprecipitatorperformance,

• heat transfer characteristicsat critical locations,

• the particle loading and size distributionentering the boiler
or other system components,and
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• stack emissions, pollutant levels,

and will, therefore,furtherreducethe technicaland financialrisks associated

with scale-upto the retrofitsize integratedMHD/steamplant or to a commercial

size plant.

Direct instrumentationsupport and measurementswill be provided to the

various DOE MHD test facilities. The amount of direct diagnostic support to

the MHD engineering development test facilities will be as directed by the

Department of Energy.

A number of the diagnosticsystemswhich are fully developed will be used

for field measurementsat the HRSR and MHD power train facilities. Additional

diagnostic systems previously developed are being constructed/modifiedto

provide field-use instrumentsparticularly for the MHD power train. Field

tests for system refinementsof these instrumentswill be conductedon the DIAL

test stand and the variousDOE MHD test facilitiesbefore proceedingwith field

measurements.

DIAL has constructed a test stand that can simulate the gas-slag-seed

stream composition,temperature,and metal/firesideenvironmental conditions

for the radiant furnace, superheater,and other MHD system components. The

computer-controlleddiagnosticinstrumentsbeing developedare being evaluated

and tested on the test stand. Measurementsconducted on the test stand also

provide useful data for the national MHD program.
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PROJECTDESCRIPTION

In order to meet the overall contract objectives, the scope of work to be

performed is outlined by the following tasks.

Task I. Diagnostic InstrumentDevelopment

The following computer-controlled,optical diagnostic instrumentationis

being developed for support of the MHD component engineering development.

Objectives for the specific instrumentationsystems follow.

I.A. Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy System (local gas
temperature and species concentration, temperature and con-
centration profiles)

The CARS system is a laser-based,nonlinear, optical technique
being developed to provide temperature and species concentration
measurements with spatial and temporal resolution. Of the many
laser-basedtechniques,CARS is the best suited for thermometry in
high-interferenceenvironmentsbecause of its coherent, laser-like
signal character and high signal conversion efficiency. To obtain
a CARS spectrum,two narrow band lasersat pump frequencyuJ_ derived
from the pump laser and one broadbanddye laser at Stokes frequency

c_2,are phasematchedand focusedin thegas streamtherebygenerating,
through the third-ordersusceptibilityof the medium, a spectrum at

anti-Stokesfrequencyuo3= 2c_-c_2. The CARS spectrumof a species
(e.g. nitrogen) can be sensitiveto both gas temperatureand species
concentration.

The mobile CARS instrument is ready for field tests. Based on

these tests, a few minor modificatinns may be required. Field

measurementsare planned throughoutthe contract period at both CFFF

and CDIF. Initially, point temperatures and temperature profiles

from N2 CARS spectra will be measured. Work on improving the

capabilities of the present CARS system will also continue. This

will include automation of the mobile CARS system. In particular,

the CARS signal is focused to a 200-1_mcorediameter, 0.12 numerical

aperture optical fiber with an achromatic lens and is piped to the

instrumentationtrailer from the test environment. This coupling is

very critical and needs to be remotely-controlled. In addition to

temperaturemeasurements,fieldmeasurementsof speciesconcentration
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will also be made. For example,temperatureand CO concentrationcan

be measured simultaneouslyusing the multiplexedCARS spectra of N2

and CO. The combined N2-CO CARS spectrum is then fit to a

camputer-simulatedCARS model to extract the temperature and CO

concentration. Work will continue on s_,,ultaneousN2-CO CARS to

determinethe detectionlimitsof this techniquefor CO concentration

measurement in a particle-loadedgas stream.

Likewise,simultaneousCO2, H2 and 02 concentrationmeasurements

in an MHD gas stream can supply the stoichiometryevery 1-2 minutes

which will enable one to monitor the performanceof the combustor in

real time. The Raman resonant frequenciesof CO2, H2 and 02 differ

less than 200 cm-I and can be assessed simultaneouslywith a single

dye laser. Therefore,temperatureandthe CO2,H2 and02 concentrations

can be extractedfrom the simultaneousCO2, H2, and 02 CARS spectrum.

A computer model will be developed and tested to enable the deter-

mination of the simultaneous temperature and CO2, H2 and 02 con-

centrations.

Particle-inducedlaserbreakdownisknownto producea nonresonant

CARS componentwhich can affect the CARS measurement in a coal-fi_'ed

flow. One way to alleviatethis problemis to employ a two-wavelength

dye laser CARS configurationto extract the temperature. Moreover,

this techniqueproduces a signalwhich is 20 times strongerthan that

of broadband CARS at the same laser power. This and other ways to

reduce the effects of particleswill be studied.

I.B. Particle Size DistributionSystem (particlesize distribution)

The Particle Size Distribution System uses optical, in-situ,
scattering methods for measurement of particle size distribution.
The three-beam,two-colorparticlesizemeasurementsystem isdesigned
tomeasureparticlesat slow velocityusing a single-particlecounting
method,while an ensembleaveragingtechniqueisused for high velocity
flows. The system employs the output (green and blue) from an argon
ion laser. The green beam is focused on the central axis and the
blue beam is divided into two equal intensitybeams which are focused
and crossed inside the green measurement volume producing an
interferencefringe pattern. The light scattered from these beams
by a particle is processed to extract the particle size.
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A particle passing through a focused laser beam sample volume

generates a Gaussian-shapedscatteringsignal. The peak amplitude,

detected at small angles in the neer forward scatter direction, is

essentially a monotonic function of particle size and virtually

independentof theparticlerefractiveindexand shape. The scattering

signatureis, however,dependenton the local sample volume intensity

and, hence, the particle trajectory throughthe sample volume. Two

techniques are presently being used to measure particle size -- the

singleparticlecounter (SPC) for low velocityflows and the ensemble

averaging method (EAM) for high velocity flows. In the latter

instrumentthe small-angle,near-forwardscatter (SANFS) signals of

the green beam are measured. To eliminate the nonuniformity of

responsewithin the sample volume, the measurementvolume intensity

variation is measured. With this response function, a mathematical

inversionteci_nique(termeddeconvolution)is employed to extractthe

particle size distribution from the distribution of SANFS signal

amplitudes.

In the case of the SPC instrument,two modes of operation are

available, namely, the ripple-validatedsmall-angle, near-forward

scatter (RVSANFS) and the ripple deconvolution method (RDM). To

reduce the trajectory ambiguity in the RVSANFS method, the single

particle scattering signal from the central green beam is used to

measure large particles (2-15 _m) with the ripple signal from the

crossed blue beams used to validate the trajectory of the large

particles and, hence, discriminate particles not near the central

region of the green measurementvolume.

On the other hand, for the RDM the amplitudeof the ripple signal

from the crossed blue beams is used to size particles smaller than

2 _m. In particular, the visibility parameter, obtained from the

rippleandpedestalsignal,isusedtorejectdata fromlargeparticles,

and the deconvolution method is applied to the scattering signals

from the blue beams to remove the ambiguitycaused by the trajectory

dependence.
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Expected activities include laboratoryexperimentation,opera-

tion on the MSU test stand, and operation in the field. Laboratory

experimentationwill be relatedto developmentof the EAM instrument

and continual upgradingof the SPC instrument, lt will also include

development of calibrationtechniques and the production and eval-

uation of aerosols. Operation on the MSU test stand will primarily

be done for development of the EAM instrument and development of

techniques for use of physical sampling probes. Operation in the

field will involve the SPC instrument until the EAM instrument is

refined for field operation.

The overallobjectiveisto improvethe capabilityformeasurement

of particle size distributions by providing several alternate

approaches that are feasible in various situations. Realizationof

this objective requires continual efforts to establish credibility

that instrumentsare accurate and measurementsare meaningful. This

can only be achieved by continual attention to calibration methods

and uses of alternate measurements,where possible, to supply cor-

roborative data.

The particularobjectivesfor the SPC are to finish construction

of the system, to prove operationof the system in the field, and to

refine the system for conveniencein use and performance.Receiving

fibers will be added to reduce the susceptibilityto noise. Data

will also be gathered for comparisonof differentmodes of operation

in the field environment;and, field measurements, to characterize

the downstream components at the CFFF, wili be conducted.

The specific objectivesfor the EAM are to prove the feasibility

of the conceptthroughexperimentaltests and incorporatethis method

into the field instrument. This will require continuedtheoretical

and computational efforts to evaluate the parameters for the data

reductionmodel; preliminarywork on this is finished. Refinements

will be needed as soon as the work is far enough along to justify

them; these includethe effectsof lens aberrations,which will also

require some experimentalinvestigation.
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Efforts will also begin on development of an experimental

configurationfor particle generation and laboratory measurements.

Experimentswill be conductedas soon as feasible on the test stand

and, concurrently,field tests of the method will be made to define

a suitable instrument package.

I.C. Potassium Emission/ AbsorptionSystem {time - resolved tem-
perature, K- atom density, electron density)

The Potassium Emission/AbsorptionSystem will rapidly measure
(order of milliseconds)the averagechannel temperatureby the line
reversal technique, provide the average neutral potassium number
density from lineshape information,and provide the average channel
electronnumberdensityusingthe Sahaequationassumingthermodynamic
equilibrium.

This system has been field tested and is presently being used

to provide time-resolved temperature and potassium number density

measurementsin support of the national MHD effort. Some software

enhancementof the instrument is planned; however, the major issue

to be resolvedis the over estimationof the potassiumnumberdensity.

This is particularlyimportantfor wide gas streams and is believed

to be caused by the line profiledeviatingfrom a Voigt shape in the

far wings. Work to resolvethis problem will continue.

].D. Intrusive Multi-Probe System (optical temperature probes --
wall and gas temperature)

An IntrusiveMulti-Probe System has been developed to position
varioussensors at a precise locationin a combustiongas stream for
precise incrementsof time. It is completelycomputer-controlledand
may be operated to both position the probe and acquire the data.
Optical sensors, as well as conventionalsensors, can be used with
this probe insertionsystem;however, itsmain use iswith techniques
where the probe will spend a very short period of time in the gas
stream. Such a systeminterfacedwith an opticaltechniquecanprovide
measurement capabilities in regionswhere, because of path length,
opticalmeasurementswould not be possible.

Developmentand field testingof one viable intrusivesensorhas

been completed for the measurement of MHD interior wall surface

temperatures.This sensoriscapableofmeasuringsurfacetemperatures

in the range of 500°Cto 2000°C. Field tests have been conducted at
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the DOE/CFFF by measuring the front surface temperatures of the

superheater tubes during several test _ans; the interior wall surface

temperature of the furnace has also been measured.

The development of an intrusive sodium line reversal (SLR) sensor,

to be used with the multi-probe systems for measuring local gas stream

temperatures, is about 60 percent complete. This system uses an

intrusive miniature optics system and the SLR principle to make

spatially-resolved gas stream temperature measurements. The SLR

sensor will provide gas stream temperature measurements from 1700 to

approximately 2500 K.

Because surface temperature measurements would usually be

required at distances greater than five feet in the MHDpower system,

an optic system is being developed to add to the existing lightpipe

sensor to provide greater intrusive distances. In general, intrusive

distances much greater than five feet are not possible with this

sensor when accessing surfaces through the _tandard four-inch ports.

This optics/lightpipe sensor system will provide added flexibility

and a useful monitor for the larger-scale MHDdevelopment systems.

With the equipment on hand the possibility of developing an

intrusive, two-sensor system for measuring gas stream temperatures

and wall surface temperatures appears to be very viable. This system

would provide measurements of gas stream and wall surface temperatures

in the range of 500% to 2000°C and would be especi_lly important for

surface and gas temperatures measurements in the region of the

superheater tubes in large-scale MHDdevelopment systems.

I.E. Faraday Rotation System (electron density to infer conductivity)

The Faraday Rotation System will provide real-time electron
density measurements averaged across an MHDchannel. The electrical
conductivity scales very nearly linearly with the electron density.
The technique is based on the Faraday effect. Linearly polarized
light maybe decomposed into right (+) and left (-) circularly polarized
waves. Since the absorption coefficients and refractive index are
different for right and left polarization, the amplitude and relative
phase of the polarized waves are affected on passing through a plasma
along a uniform magnetic field. Measurement of the rotation of the
polarization of a beam of linearly polarized light after passing
through a medium (plasma) in the direction of an applied magnetic
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field determines the electron number density. The system employs
radiation in the far infraredderived from a C02-pumpedfar infrared
laser.

The FaradayRotationSystemwill provide,directly,the electron

density and conductivityof the MHD channelwhich is essentialto the

characterizationof the power train performance. Most of the major

equipment for the system has been obtained. The system assembly for

electrondensity and conductivitymeasurementson a laboratoryplasma

are basicallycomplete. Electronmobilitymodeling and measurements

will be addressed and system refinements, such as waveguides and

detector vibratior,isolation for field tests, will follow. Field

measurementswill take place as soon as possible at CDIF; optical

access through the channelside walls is necessary and would require

new constructionat the CDIF.

I.F. Multi-PurposeImagingSystem (K-atomdensity,pressureprofile)

The Multi-Purpose Imaging System is a laser-excited imaging
system suitable for spatially-resolvedoptical diagnostics. The
system is based on the phenomenaof laser-inducedfluorescence. Here
an atomic or molecular species is raised to an excited electronic
state by absorption of laser radiation. The emitted radiation when
the species returns to the ground state is termed fluorescence. The
instrumentconsistsof a laserwhose beam isexpandedwith cylindrical
optics into a wide, thin sheet that is directed through the region
of interest. A camera lens is then used to focus light emitted by
this region onto a charge injectiondetector, the signal from which
isprocessed by a computer to produce a two dimensional image of the
probed region. The versatilityof the system comes from the ability
to selectboth the excitationand observationwavelengthsto determine
variousparameters of interest,such as the concentrationmapping of
selected atomic and molecular species.

The Multi-PurposeImagingSystem(MPIS)isan instrumentcurrently

in developmentwhich will allow measurementsof species (K, Na, OH)

concentration profiles in harsh combustion environments. The

excitation intensity must be tuned to a resonance absorption with

sufficient power that the fluorescenceintensityis proportionalto

speciesconcentration. In addition,measurementsof number density
_A
a,,upressure profiles are possible, as well as temperature profiles

using two-wavelength,excited-statefluorescencemeasurements. In
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the case of pressure determinations,the excitation intensitymust

be above that required for level saturation;then the fluorescence

intensityis proportionalto the pressure.

Previous work has involved the construction of a laboratory-

scale system and subsequentmeasurementsof Na concentrationimages

and Klaser-induced fluorescence(LIF). The lattermeasu_'ementshave

been complicated by collisional quenching, a process whereby the

excited states decay non-radiatively. For example, K LIF at 404.5

nm has been observedbut at a significantlyreducedquantumefficiency

as comparedto Na. Saturationof the 404.5-nmKline is not poscible

without increasing the intensity level of the incident excitation

wavelength. Addition of a wavelength extension unit (WEX) to the

currentopticaltrain is planned since this will drasticallyincrease

the incident laser power by mixing the 1.06-_m fundamental of the

Nd'YAG laser with the low efficiency output of the dye laser in an

appropriatecrystal. Concentrationmeasurementson K can thenproceed.

The determinationof pressureprofileswill beginwith the construction

of a variable pressure burner which will permit measurements as a

functionof known pressure. LIF measurementswill then be performed

to determine the limitations of the technique as applied to harsh

environments.

Determinationof the fluorescenceat two wavelengthswill allow

the measurement of the populationsof the excited specieswhich, in

turn, can be used to determine spatial temperature profiles of a

region. In order to accomplish this task, an additional detector

(camera) will be incorporated with an extended blue wavelength

response. This detector will also permit the evaluation of OH

fluorescence.Measurementsonthe MHD powertrainwill requireoptical

access. Access can be expected to be a problem,especially for image

capture;therefore, a flexible,image transmittingfiber bundle will

be added allowing the fluorescentor scatteredlaser light image to

be routedto the camerawhich will be locatedaway fromthe measurement

penetrationand clear of the upstream plumbing and structure.

12
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The limitations and attributes of the system with respect to

speciesconcentration,pressuregradients,two wavelengthtemperature

and number densitymeasurementswill be establishedand concurrently

field tests with the system will be conducted. Results from these

initial tests will be used to construct a stable, reliable field

version of the instrument.

I.G. Differential Absorption Laser Spectroscopy System (species
concentration,SO2, NO2, NO, H20, OH)

TheDifferentialAbsorptionLaserSpectroscopySystem isa general
purpose, nonintrusive instrument for measuring time-resolved,
line-of-sightaverageconcentrationsof atomic and molecularspecies.
The system employs a two-wavelength dye laser and measures the
extinction of the two wavelengths through the gas stream. One
wavelength is on, and the other off resonance of the species of
interest thereby eliminating particle absorption and scattering
effects.

A general purpose system for measuring average concentrations

of individualspecies (e.g. H20, S02, NO2, NO, and OH) is desirable

to complement the CARS system, which does not measure the concen-

trationsof these species. DifferentialAbsorptionLaser Spectroscopy

(DALAS) is a general purpose techniquewhich can, in principle, be

appliedto any atomic or molecularspecies;and can be broughton-line

by additionsto the existingmobile CARS instrumentation. DALAS can

also provide time-resolvedconcentrationmeasurementswhen concen-

tration fluctuationsare of interest. DALAS uses methodology and

technologydevelopedover the pastdecade for DifferentialAbsorption

Lidar, a mobile, laser-basedremote sensing technique for measuring

the concentrationsof pollutantsin the atmosphere. To implementthe

technique, frequency doubling crystals, a detector, two boxcar

averagers, and a control computer are required.

A DALAS experiment is performed by comparing the transmission

of two wavelengthsthrough the sample. One wavelength corresponds

toastrong absorptionof the speciesof interest. The otherwavelength

is a .;earbywavelength that the species does not (or only weakly)

absorb. Taking the ratio of the transmitted intensitiesof the two

wavelengths"cancelsout" backgroundeffects,such as light scattering
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due to particulates,that are not associatedwith absorption by the

s_ecies. If the absorptioncoefficientof the species is accurately

known, or appropriatecalibration experimentshave been made, then

the absolute concentrationof the species can be determined.

The DALAS apparatuswill use a single laser system to generate

both wavelengths. An alternatingtwo-wavelengthdye laser pumped by

the CARS Nd:YAG laser (10 Hz) will generateon alternatelaser pulses

the on-resonancewavelength (5 Hz) and the off-resonancewavelength

(5 Hz). In particular,a rotating,rectangularopticalblock is used

to refract the dye laser beam to independentwavelength-selection

systems, thereby generating two closely spaced wavelengths. The

successfuloperationofthisdye laser isnot sensitiveto the alignment

of the dye laser beam and the block; this "ruggedness"is important

for field measurements. The visibledye laser beams can be frequency

doubled into the ultravioletby sending them through two frequency

doublingcrystals-- one crystalfor eachwavelength. Bothwavelengths

follow the same path through the plasma onto a single photodiode.

The output of the photodiodefor on-resonancelaser pulses is fed to

one boxcaraverager;andthe outputof the photodiodefor off-resonance

pulses is fed to a second boxcar averager. The ratio of the intensity

outputs of the boxcar averagers enables calculationof the concen-

tration of the species.

DALAS can, in principle,be applied to any atomic or molecular

species. The focus will be on measuring the concentrationsof H20,

SO2, NO2, NO and OH, because the concentrationsof these species,

though important, are not measured by the CARS system. OH and H20

are of interestbecause they decrease flame conductivity,and hence,

adverselyeffect the performanceof the MHD power train system. S02,

NO2 and NO are of interestbecausethey are pollutantsand thus their

environmental impact is important.

The methodologyfor observing and recordingDALAS signals will

be validated.We will optimize the instrumentaloperating parameters

for H2O, SO2, NO2, OH and NO in bench-topflames and the MSU MHD test

stand. The system will be field tested prior to field measurements.
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I.H. LaserOptogalvanicSpectroscopySystem(averagegas temperature,
qualitativespecies indentification)

The Laser OptogalvanicSpectroscopySystem is a general purpose
instrumentfor measuring line-of-sightaverage temperaturesand will
provide qualitative identificationof various atomic and molecular
species. The system employs _ tungsten electrodewhich is inserted
into the gas strea,_and used to monitor changes in conductivityas
a dye laser is tuned into resonancewith a particular species.

A general purpose system for measuring average temperature is

desirable,especiallyone capableofworkingevenwhenhighparticulate

flow severely limits transmissionof optical beams across the MHD

flow. LaserOptogalvanicSpectroscopy(LOGS)is sucha generalpurpose

technique and can be brought on-line by additions to existing

instrumentation. Essentially, a frequency doubling unit with

automaticscanningcapability is all that is required. Because LOGS

uses electrical rather than optical detection, the technique alle-

viatesproblems associatedwith monitoring small absorptionsor weak

fluorescencein the presence of a strong optical background signal

or large path lengths. Hence, LOGS can identifyspecies present and

characterize their temperature under conditions where techniques

employingoptical detection fail. Moreover, only optical access on

one side of the gas stream is required for this system.

In LOGS a pulsed dye laser is tuned into resonance with a

transitionof a species in a plasma; the excitedstate concentration

of that species then temporarily increases. Because the energy

necessaryfor ionizationis less for an excitedelectronicstate than

for the ground state, the rate of ionizationtemporarily increases.

This processcan be monitoredas a transient (10-5sec) voltagechange

(in lab flames, typically hundredths of a volt) if a high voltage

(typically+400 V) electrode (e.g. tungsten,MP 3410%) is inserted

intothe plasma. Althoughmostof the researchon LOGShas concentrated

on atomic species, twenty-fivemolecular species (such as NO2, HCO,

N2, CO, CO2andH2) have beenstudiedto date. Effortswill concentrate

on molecular species present in combustion environments, in par-

ticular,on OH, C2, NO and CO. By scanningthe wavelengthof atunable

dye laser and recordingthe optogalvanicsignalas a functionof laser

wavelength, the optogalvanic spectrum (which is analogous to an
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absorptionspectrum)is obtained. The temperatureof the speciescan

be ascertainedby the standardtechniqueof ratioingthe intensities

of different transitions and taking into account their different

transition probabilities.

The methodology for observing and recording LOGS signals of

atomic and molecular specieswill be validated in bench-top flames

and the MSU MHD test stand and the instrumentaloperating parameters

will be optimized. Effectsof electrode"aging," of electrodesize,

and of particles on the LOGS signal intensity will be studied in

benchtop tests in DIAL test stand experiments.The precision of the

temperaturemeasurements in MHD environmentswill be establishedby

comparing temperatures determined by LOGS with that obtained from

CARS. Field tests and subsequentlyfieldmeasurementswill be carried

out during this work period.

I.I. Cross Correlation System (flow velocity)

The Cross Correlation Velocity System will measure the flow
velocity nonintrusively with only limited optical access. The
techniqueinvolvesmeasuringthefluctuationsin gas luminosity,e.g.,
at two spatiallyseparatedlocations. The cross-correlationfunction
of these signalsgives the time intervalbetweenwhich the signal and
a time-displacedversion of itself correlates.

A simple, rugged, accurate and nonintrusive system to measure

the gas flowvelocity would be a particularlyvaluable device to help

monitor the MHD power train. The cross correlation technique can

provide such an instrumentand can be used to find the mean velocity

of the gas flow. The method can find applicationwhere only limited

access to the gas stream is available. The technique is based on

the naturallyoccurringfluctuationsin, e.g., speciesconcentration,

temperature, and particle concentration in a turbulent combustion

environment. If a fluctuating variable is measured at two known

locations -- one upstream and the other downstream -- then the time

required for the fluctuationsto travel from one locationto another

provides the flow velocity.
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Preliminary work performed by DIAL indicates that the cross

correlation method can be implementedusing gas luminosity as the

fluctuatingvariable. We alsobelieve thatl,the correlationof signals

obtained by measuring the extinctionof laser light at two or more

locations can provide the flow velocity. This method would allow

velocitymeasurementswhere gas luminosityis weak. Other extensions

ofthis basicconcept,employingintersectingbeams,have the potential

for measuring spatially-resolvedvelocity profiles.

A cross correlationexperimentperformedby using two identical

optical systems for data collection,with one located upstream and

the other downstream. Each optical system consists of a focusing

lens, a small monochromator, and a photomultiplier tube. The

monochromatorsallow any wavelength of light from 200 nm to 800 nm

to be selected. This spans the range from the ultravioletto visible

to the near infrared. The electricalsignalsfrom the photomultiplier

tubes are amplified, low pass filtered, and sampled (both signals

simultaneously)by an analog to a digital converter connected to a

computer.

The data analysis consists of computing the cross correlation

functionof the two digitizedsignals. Ifthe signalsare correlated,

i.e., on_lyshiftedin time by an amount_, then the cross correlation

function will show a peak at T. In this way, by computing the

cross-correlationfunction of the two photomultipliersignals, the

time delayrequiredfor intensityfluctuationsto propagatedownstream

can be found and thus the flow velocity can be determined.

To implement the system for measurementson MHD channels with

large flow velocitieswill requirea fastA/D converterand continuous

operation will require large storage capacity and a fast processor

to reduce the data as fast as possible.
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Task 2. Test Stand Operations

DIAL has a computer-controlled,combustion test stand to simulate the

combustionandthermalparameterspresentat variouslocationsina fossil-fueled

MHD combustion system. Its versatilityallows it to be used to simulate any

type of combustion condition and effluent gas stream.

The existing DIAL/MHD/HRSRsimulationtest stand will be used for support

of diagnosticinstrumentationdevelopment,shake-downand evaluation. The test

stand has recently been modified to better simulate the MHD gas stream envi-

ronment. This will further aid in the evaluation of the instruments before

they are taken to DOE's MHD engineering development test facilities. In

particular,the test stand has been modified to burn a fuel oil/coal slurry

which will more accurately simulatea coal fuel MHD combustor. Provisionsfor

an increasedflow rate of fuel-airmixture of approximately700 Ib/hr have been

made. The test stand control and data acquisition computer has also been

replaced with a new system to enhance data collection and control as well as

provide much needed memory and disk space.

As the need arises the test stand may also be used to gather data sys-

tematically, under controlled conditions, to provide validation data for

analyticalmodels.

Task 3. Technical Support for the National MHD Program

The primary objective of this task is to provide diagnostic measurements

anG supportto the national MHD program. The task will include attendance at

contractor review meetings and contributionsto technical progress reports.

lt will also include the preparationof a Topical Report for each diagnostic

system at the time when it is available for field measurements. Objectives

for this task are"

3.A. Field Measurements

3.A.I. Sodium Line Reversal System (SLR) (averagegas temperature)

The Sodium D-Line Reversal System essentially measures the

temperatureof the central region of the gas stream. The technique
employs a calibrated light source and is based on making a series of
intensitymeasurementson the wing of one of the sodium D-lines.
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This system is field ready and has been used at various MHD

facilities in support of the national program. No additional

modificationsare planned except to maintain the system field ready.

3.A.2. Multi-Color Pyrometer System (MCP) (wall temperature and
emissivity)

The Multi-Color Pyrometer measures the wall temperature and
emissivityof the wall surface. The technique is based on Planck's
radiation law and requires measurement of the radiation intensity
from thewall surfaceat two ormorewavelengths,assumingthepresence
of a graybody radiator.

The system is field ready and has been used at various MHD

facilities in support of the National program. No additional

modificationsare plannedexcept to maintain the system field ready.

3.A.3. Two-ColorLaserTransmissometer(TCLT) (averageparticlesize
and particle number density)

The Two-ColorTransmissometermeasures the averageparticle size
and particle loading in the gas stream. The technique is based on
measurementof the extinctionof laser light at twowavelengths(e.g.,
the IR and V regions) and knowledge of the refraction index of the
particles.

This system is field ready and the TCLT units will continue the

determinationof average particle diametersand loadings at various

DOE MHD facilities. Previouswork has concerned the study of K2SO4

nucleation and real time evaluation of the performanceof the CFFF

electrostatic precipitator and baghouse. During this work period

characterizationof the particle size at upstream locationswill be

carried out. These measurementswill concern particulate behavior

and ash carry-over in the upstreamportions of the facility and have

implicationson slag/seed interactionsand thus seed recovery. In

addition, ongoing measurements concerning the CFFF particulate

retentioncomponentswill continueto evaluatethe effectsof the ESP

operating characteristicson particulateproperties.

InitialTCLT measurementsat the CFFFdiffuserexit and at various

levelsof the radiantfurnacehave indicatedthatthe averageparticle

diameters at some locations exceed the current measurement range

(0.3-4_m) of the instrument. Somewhatlarger diametersare expected
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at upstream locations when compared to the cooler sections of the

steambottomingplant. Inregionsof highturbulencesuchas channels,

slag can become re-entrained;in addition,fly ash (not K2S04) will

nucleate at high temperatures. Knowledge of the average particle

diameters and loadings would be expected to aid in calculationsof

heat transfer, erosion and generatorperformance. Extensionof the

particle size range would increase the accuracy of the system and

allow direct measurements at upstream locations.

In order to increasethe upper particle size limit of the TCLT,

an isotopicCO2 laser and accessorieswill be added. The use of an

isotopic lasing medium such as C120_8 will permit operation at > 9

_mand will effectivelyavoid attenuationof the beam by the natural

C_20_ 6 present as a combustion byproduct. Incorporation of the

isotopicCO2 laser into the TCLT optical configurationwill increase

the particle diameter measurementrange from (0.3-4_m) to _0.3 - -9

um).

The current size of the TCLT opticalbreadboardis approximately

29" x 80" and weighs about I00 Ibs. lt should be possibl,_by

incorporatingfiber opticsto routethe laser beamsfromone breadooard

unitto multiple port locationsusingboth visibleand infraredfibers

along with appropriate connectors and optics. In this way, mea-

surements of average particle size and loadings could be made at

differentlocationsfromthe centrallylocatedbreadboard.At present,

the optical breadboard must remain in close proximity to the pene-

tration position and each measurement location must have one

breadboard. The incorporation of fiber optics would result in

increasedflexibility and ml_eover, the lasers, etc. can be conve-

niently removed from the magnetic field regions present at CDIF.

3.P.4. Laser Doppler Velocimeter System (LDV) (local velocity,
velocity profile and turbulence level)

The Laser Doppler Velocimeter measures the gas velocity and
turbulence level dta given point in the gas stream. The technique
is based on measurement of the modulation frequencyof the scattered
lightfrom a particle traversinga measurementvolumewhich is formed
by intersectionof two focusedlaserbeams. A one-colorand a two-color
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system are available which measure one and two components of the
velocity,respectively. A velocityprofile can be obtained and both
forward and back scattermeasurementscan be made.

The LDV system is field ready and has provideda number of useful

velocity flow measurements in support of the national MHD program.

To improve the operation and informationderivable from the system,

a second pair of transmittingand receiving optical fibers will be

incorporatedin the LDV optical train. This will allow two colors

(green and blue) of incident laser light to be simultaneously

transmittedto the measurement site and thus, two components (axial

and radial)of particlevelocitycan bedetermined. The use of optical

fibers is absolutelymandatoryfor fieldmeasurements,especiallyfor

difficult measurementsites such as the combustor exit at CDIF.

To complete the two-color optical fiber LDV system, a second

signal processor (burst spectrum analyzer)is required. Two signal

processors are required for simultaneousmeasurementof two velocity

components of a particle. During prior field measurements at CFFF

and TRW, two-component(nonsimultaneous)velocity measurementswere

made; but it was possible to do so only because physical access to

the measurement site was allowed during the test. Protocol at the

CDIF facilitystrictlyforbidssuch accessduring a test, so a second

signal processorwill Le mandatory for two-componentmeasurements.
|

Plans also include incorporatingsmaller steppermotors in both

the forward and backscatter traversesso only one power supply will

be required to drive both. A remote controlled focusing device for

the forward scatter detection system will also be added. This will

allowopticalalignmentto bemaintainedduringtraverseof the forward

optics for velocity profile measurements.

Recentexperienceat CDIF provedthat Doppler frequenciesin the

range 50-70 MHz are to be expected for such flows. The only way to

be confidentthat a proper LDV signalis being processedis to capture

the transient Doppler burst using a storage oscilloscope, lt is

desirable,therefore,to add a high speeddigitalstorageoscilloscope

to use in such applications.
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3.A.5. Potassium Emission/AbsorptionSystem (PE/AS) (time-resolved
temperature)

The PotassiumEmission/AbsorptionSystem rapidlymeasures (order
of milliseconds)the averagechanneltemperatureby the line reversal
technique.

This system has been field tested and is presently being used

to provide time-resolvedtemperaturemeasurementsin support of the

national MHD effort. Some software enhancementof the instrumentis

planned.

3.A.6. Gas Analysis System (GAS) (gas composition,e.g., CO, CO2,
NO, etc.)

The Gas AnalysisSystem is capableof analyzinggases from fossil
fuelcombustionprocessesincludingNOx, COx, SO2, 02 and combustibles.
The systemrequirescontinuousextractionof a gas samplefor analysis.
The Gas Chromatograph (GC) can detect CO, CO2, N2 and 02 using a
thermal conductivitydetector. Other gases of interestcan also be
monitoredwith the GC by selectionof the appropriatecolumn. Samples
to be analyzed by the Gas Chromatographare collectedand stored in
glass sample bulbs for later analysis.

This system is field ready and no additionalmodifications are

planned except to maintain the system field ready.

3.B. Field Tests/InstrumentModifications

3.B.I. Coherent Anti-StokesRaman SpectroscopySystem (CARS) (local
gas temperature and species concentration,temperature and
concentrationprofiles)

The CARS system is a laser-basednonlinear optical technique
being developed to provide temperature and species concentration
measurements with spatial and temporal resolution. Of the many
laser-basedtechniques,CARS is the best suited for thermometry in
high-interferenceenvironmentsbecause of its coherent, laser-like
signal character and high signal conversion efficiency. To obtain
a CARS spectrum, two narrow band lasersat pump frequencyu_Iderived
from the pump laser and one broadband dye laser at Stokes frequency
u_2,are phase matched and focused in thegas streamtherebygenerating

through the third-ordersusceptibilityof the medium a spectrum at
anti-StokesfrequencyuJ3=2UJI-c_2 The CARS spectrum of a species
(e.g.,nitrogen)can be sensitiveto both gas temperatureand species
concentration.
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The mobile CARSinstrument is ready for field tests. Based on

these tests, a few minor modifications may be required. Field

measurements are planned throughout the contract period at both CFFF

and CDIF. Initially, point temperatures and temperature profiles

from N2 CARS spectra will be measured. Work on improving the

capabilities of the present CARSsystem will also continue. This

will include automation of the mobile CARS system. In particular,

the CARSsignal is focused to a 200 _m core diameter, 0.12 numerical

aperture optical fiber with an achromatic lens and is piped to the

instrumentation trailer from the test environment. This coupling is

very critical and needs to be remotely controlled. In addition to

temperature measurements, field measurements of species concentration

will al so be made.

3.B.2. Particle Size Distribution System (PSD) (particle size dis-
tribution)

The Particle Size Distribution System uses optical, in-situ,
scattering methods for measurement of particle size distribution.
The three-beam, two-color particle size measurement system is designed
to measure particles at slow velocity using a single-particle counting
method, while an ensemble averaging technique is used for high velocity
flows. The system employs the output (green and blue) from an argon
ion laser. The green beam is focused on the central axis and the
blue beam is divided into two equal intensity beams which are focused
and crossed inside the green measurement volume producing an
interference fringe pattern. The light scattered from these beams
by a particle are processed to extract the particle size.

ODeration in the field will involve the single particle counter

(SPC) instrument until the ensemble averaging method (EAM) instrument

is refined for field operation. The particular objectives for the

Single Particle Counter Instrument are to finish construction of the

system, prove operation of the system in the field, and refine the

system for convenience in use and performance. Weanticipate adding

receiving fibers to reduce susceptibility to noise. Data will also

be gathered for comparison of different modes of operation in the

field environment and field measurements to characterize the down-

stream components at UTSI will be conducted.
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The specific objectives for the Ensemble Averaging Method

Instrument are to prove the feasibility of the concept through

experimental tests and incorporate this method into the field

instrument. This will require continued theoretical and computational

efforts to evaluate the parameters for the data reduction model.

Preliminary work on this is finished. Refinements will be needed as

soon as tne work is far enough along to justify them; these include

the effects of lens aberrations, which will also require some

experimental investigation.

Efforts will also begin to develop an experimental configuration

for particle generation and laboratory measurements. Experiments

will be conducted on the test stand (as soon as feasible) and

concurrently, field tests of the method will be employed to define

a suitable instrument package.

3.B.3. Intrusive Multi-Probe System (IMPS) (wall and gas temperature)

An Intrusive Multi-Probe System has been developed to position
various sensors at a precise location in a combustion gas stream for
precise increments of time. It is completely computer-controlled and
may be operated to both position the probe and acquire the data.
Optical sensors as well as conventional sensors can be used with this
probe insertion system; however, its main use is with techniques where
the probe will spend a very short period of time in the gas stream.
Such a system interfaced with an optical technique can provide
measurement capabilities in regions where, because of path length,
optical measurements would not be possible.

Development and field testing of one viable intrusive sensor has

been completed for the measurement of MHD interior wall surface

measurements. This sensor is capable of measuring surface temperatures

in the range of 500°C to 2000°C. Field tests have been conducted at

the DOE/CFFF by measuring the front surface temperatures of the

superheater tubes during several runs of the facility; the interior

wall su"face temperature of the furnace has also been measured.
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3.B.4.Potassium Emission/Absorption System (PE/AS) (K-number density)

The Potassium Emission/AbsorptionSystem will provide the average
neutral potassium number density from lineshape information and
provide the average channel electron number density using the Saha
equation assuming thermodynamic equilibrium.

This system is presently being employed to provide potassium

number density measurements in support of the national MHDeffort.

Somesoftware enhancement of the instrument is planned; however, the

major issue to be resolved is the over estimation of the potassium

number density. This is particularly important for wide gas streams

and is believed to be caused by the line profile deviating from a

Voigt shape in the far wings. Work to resolve this problem will

continue.

3.B.5. Faraday Rotation System (FRS) (electron density to infer
conductivity)

The Faraday Rotation System will provide real-time electron
density measurementsaveraged across an MHD channel. The electrical
conductivityscales almost linearlywith the electron density. The
technique is based on the Faraday effect. Linearlypolarized light
may be decomposed into right (+) and left (-) circularly polarized
waves. Since the absorption coefficientsand refractive index are
differentfor right and leftpolarization,the amplitudeand relative
phase of the polarizedwaves are affectedon passing througha plasma
along a uniform magnetic field. Measurementof the rotation of the
polarization of a beam of linearly polarized light after passing
through a medium (plasma) in the direction of an applied magnetic
field determines the electron number density. The system employs
radiation in the far infraredderivedfrom a C02-pumpedfar infrared
laser.

The Faraday Rotation System will provide directly the electron

density and conductivityof the MHD channel, which is essential to

the characterizationof the power train performance. Most of the

major equipmentfor the systemhas beenobtained. The systemassembly

for electron density and densitymeasurementson a laboratoryplasma

are basicallycomplete. Electronmobilitymodeling and measurements

will be addressed. System refinements for field tests (such as

waveguidesand vibrationisolationfor detectors)will follow. Field
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measurementswill take place as soon as possible at CDIF. Optical

access at CDIF through the channel sidewalls is required and may

necessitatenew constructionat the CDIF.

3.C. Field Operation/DevelopingSystems

3.C.I. General Purpose Spectral Scanning System (GPSS) (emission
spectra from UV to near-lR)

The Spectral Scanning System will detect emission from atomic
and molecular species in the gas stream, and provide an intensity
versuswavelengthrecordcoveringtheultravioletto thenear infrared.
The system employs receiving optics and a computer - controlled
monochromatorequipped with a wideband detector.

Initialspectral emissionmeasurementsin the visible region at

CDIF indicate it would be valuableto have a spectralscanning system

covering the wavelength region from the ultraviolet to the near

infrared. Buildingon existing equipment,constructionof a general

purposespectralscanningsystem is planned. This systemwill provide

a direct qualitative indicationof many of the atomic and molecular

speciespresentin the gas stream, ltwould be particularlyconvenient

for studying the MHD channel flow since only a very small optical

fiber access hole would be needed. For instance,atomic lines (N,

S, C, O, etc.) or diatomic lines (CO, OH, O, NO) could probably be

detected at very high temperatures. These measurementswould provide

useful informationfor comparisonwith equilibriumcalculations and

possiblyuseful correlationson the operationof the MHD power train.

3.C.2. Visible IR Emission Spectroscopy (VIES) (emission spectra
from ultravioletthrough near infrared)

The Visible/InfraredEmission SpectroscopySystem will detect
wavelength-resolvedemission from the ultraviolet through the near
infrared. Comparison of the resulting emission spectrum with the
spectrumof an available,commercialblackbodyradiationsource will
enable estimation of relative emissivityvalues. The system employs
receiving optics and a computer-controlledmonochromator equipped
with broadband detectors.

In order to evaluate the HTAH ceramic for possible use in its

combustor,CFFFwould benefitfrom knowledgeof its relativeemissivity

values in CFFF's gas stream. Constructionof a visible/infrared

emission spectroscopy system built mostly from available equipment
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is planned. This systemwill record the wavelength-resolvedemission

spectrum of the ceramic in the CFFF gas stream. Estimates of the

relativeemissivity values would be obtained from comparison of the

emission spectrum with the spectrum of an available, commercial

blackbodyradiationsource. In addition,this generalpurposesystem

could be utilized to obtain the relative emissivity values of other

substances,or to study the emission of atomic and molecular species

present in high temperatureMHD gas streams.

3.C.3. IR Water Detector (IWD)

Water absorbs infraredradiationat a number of wavelengths,but
those locatednear 1.4,1.9 and2.7 micronshold the greatestpotential
for diagnosticpurposes in a combustionstream. The radiationemitted
from thewalls of a combustionfacilityprovidesufficientintensities
of infrared light in these regions to allow simple absorption
measurementsto be made at a single viewingport. The selection of
the optimum regionfor making the necessarymeasurementsdependsupon
factorssuch as the amount of water normally in the combustionstream,
the minimum amount of excess water which must be detected, and the
inherent absorption strengths of water at the wavelengths under
consideration.

Experimentswill be conducted to determine the feasibility of

developing an infraredwater detector instrument.

DIAL will supply a Mobile Instrument Laboratory (MIL) with computer

controlled diagnostic instrumentation for on-site measurements and trained

diagnostic operators. Field measurementswill be made at the national MHD

facilities on an as-needed basis. The Mobile Instrument Laboratory will be

used to house the diagnostic equipmentfor transportationto, and for use at,

a particular facility. The Airstream MIL has its own electric power source.

Recently an 18-wheeler type trailer has been modified to provide an Advanced

Mobile InstrumentLaboratory (AMIL)to supplementthe Airstream MIL which has

been operationalfor a number of years. This field laboratory is used for the

advanced diagnostic systems, such as CARS, FRS, etc., and for simultaneous

operation of a large number of DIAL instruments.
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Bothfieldlaboratorieshaveon-boardcomputersforon-linedataacquisition

and control of the diagnostic equipment. The existing data analysis system,

however, lacks the speed and capabilitiesnecessaryto provide quick, report

quality, feedback to the facility. To this end, modifications and additions

will be made to the on-line data analysis system. The particular goals are:

• speeding up analysis and display so as to providequick feedback
to the facility;

• providing on-line data display using 2D/3D techniques to help
visualize and interpretthe data and facility behavior;

• producing presentationquality reports for each instrument by
the end of the day of measurement;and

• validating data -- which is done manually at present -- auto-
matically by the analysis system.

DIAL has started evaluation of the required advanced instrumentationto

control a complete MHD system. As part of the support of the national MHD

program, this effort will include evaluation of diagnostic systems for moni-

toring/controlas well as an evaluationof the dynamic characteristicsof the

complete MHD system when the bottoming cycle is integrated with the topping

cycle. Instrumentationwill hence be selectedto controlthe MHD power system

under all perturbations.

Task 4. Project Management

The objective of this task is to provide the required management for

accomplishmentof the Statementof Work with the proposedresourcesmanagement

reporting as required by DOE Order 1332.1A. Contract Reporting Requirements

will be part of this task.

Task 5. Technology Transfer

Technology transfer is a congressionally mandated objective of the Federal

Government. To ensure the maximum benefits to PETC's and subsequently DIAL's

investment in research and development, DIAL's personnel will cooperate with

regional industries to demonstrate the technology for intrusive and nonintrusive

diagnostic instrumentation developed for the characterization of MHDsystems.

Organizations which have already benefited from this actively are DowChemical,
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USA, Dantec Electronics,NASA and the StennisSpace Center. However important,

this task shall in no way interfere with the mainstream efforts of the MHD

program.
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DESCRIPTIONOF FACILITIES

The combustion test stand is a computer-controlled simulation test facility

available for the combustion of fuel oil at up to 800 Ibm/hour of fuel and air.

A system for using a coal slurry for fuel is presently under development. The

air can be preheated to temperatures up to 1100 K (1520°F) by electrical

resistance heaters. Downstream of the combustor are refractory-lined sections

containing access ports on both sides and the top of each section.

The DIAL test facility has a Hewlett-Packard measurement and control system

(HP-IOOO/A400 minicomputer-based system) with real-time software, graphics,

and extensive input-output (I/0) capability.

The microprocessor development laboratory has six PC's, two IBM PS/2-80's,

and two Diversified Technology development systems for developing software and

firmware for special purpose microcomputers to be used in controlling diagnostic

instruments, signal processing, and signal and data analysis. A variety of

other PC's and microcomputers (at least twelve) are part of the field instruments

and those under development.

Complete laser facilities are available, including YAG and dye lasers,

spectrometers and photometers, fiber optics, and other equipment. Discharge

lamps, power supplies, vacuum systems, UV optics, monochromators, detectors

and processing electronics are also available. In addition, the laboratory

has several benchtop laboratory burners controlled by precision gas handling

systems.

The department of Electrical Engineering at MSU has the facilities and

staff for the design, development and construction of hybrid integrated circuits

and printed circuit boards.

The following support facilities are available in DIAL: (I) Electronics

Shop, (2) Machine Shop, (3) Instrument Shop, and (4) Gas Sampling and Analysis

System.

Modeling and data analysis are done on the newer, more powerful PC's (e.g.

PS/2 and 386 PC's) and the VAX 11/780 and VAXstation 3200.

Large scale analysis and modeling is required for various instruments

including CARS, LDV, and PE/AS. Other instrument development and refinement

projects also require continued modeling support in the areas of general

combustion/heat transfer and gas flow modeling.
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Task I. InstrumentationDevelopment: R. L. Cook

A. Coherent Anti-StokesRaman SpectroscopySystem (CARS)

J. P. Singh and F. Y. Yueh

WQrk Performed

Work continued to test the mobile CARS instrumentto solve some of the

problems with the collinear CARS technique reported previously.I Collinear

CARS has the advantage of generating a strong CARS signal but it has not been

successfullyappliedto measure the temperatureof practicalcombustors.l,2,3

The CARS spectra recorded with rollinear CARS has some CARS contribution

generatedoutside the focal region.4 To pinpointthe region which contributed

to the cold CARS signal and also to improvethe quality of the CARS spectra

from collinearCARS, the mobile CARS instrumentwas modified and alignedwith

a CH4/airburner. The effect of beamwaist on temperatureprofilemeasurements

was checked repeatedly with different focusing lenses. These results were

compared with folded BOXCARS measurements.

A schematic diagram of the modified CARS setup and a CH4/air burner are

shown in Figure I.A.I. To eliminatethe CARS signal from the cold region due

to overlapof the pump and Stokes beams, two aluminumcel,_, one with a GG-495

window and the other with a 532-nm dichroic mirror at 45°, were placed at the

two ends of the burner. The GG-495 filter eliminatesthe CARS signal generated

before the argon cell on the transmitter side and the 532-nm dichroic mirror

eliminatesthe CARS generation after the argon cell on the receiver side. The

aluminumcell and copper tube on both ends of the burnerwere purged with argon

to eliminatethe cold CARS contributionbetweenthe flame and the cell windows.

CARS laser beams from the mobile CARS laboratorywere aligned with the burner

which was 40 ft away. The measurement point was 10 mm above the surface of

the burner. The flow rate of the air and fuel was adjusted to obtain a stable

flame and a stoichiometryof 0.92 was found.

Figure I.A.2 shows the fitting of the observed spectrum with the

computer-simulatedspectrum recorded at the center of the flame with a 30-cm

focal length lens and collinear CARS. The observed spectrumcan be fit quite

well with the simulatedspectrum. Satisfactoryfittingshows that this spectrum

has negligible cold CARS contribution. The inferredtemperaturefrom the

J
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fitting is 2239.4 K. To study the effect of the size of the beamwaist at the

focal point on the temperature measurement, CARSspectra were also recorded at

the center of the flame with a 100-cm focal length lens. These data have some

CARScontribution from the cold regions which can be identified from the fit

" around the data points around the cold band peak as shown in Figure I.A.3. The

intensity of the cold CARSsignal was 5-10% of the hot CARSsignal depending

on the flow rate of the argon. Normally, nitrogen density is about seven times

higher in the air than in the flame. Though the nitrogen density between the

cell window and flame was reduced significantly with argon purge, still a small

amount of nitrogen could be found. Therefore, the CARSsignal generated using

collinear CARShas some contribution of the CARSsignal from outside the flame.

The cold contribution was appreciable with the lO0-cm focal length lens, compared

to the 30-cm focal length lens, due to its longer interaction length. The CARS

spectrum generated with the lO0-cm focal length lens was fit with simulated

spectra and the inferred temperature was 2107 K. The fitting was not as good

; as in Figure I.A.2. The same spectra was then fit, as shown in Figure I.A.3,

by excluding 15 data pdints (3A) at the center of the 0-I band where most of

the cold signal is contributed and the extracted temperature was 2144.2 K. The

averaged, inferred temperature at the center of the flame was 2150 + 50 K

measured with the 100-cm focal length lens which is about 75 K lower than that

measured with the 30-cm focal length lens. This lower inferred temperature is

due to the cold CARS contribution. For comparison CARS spectra were also

recorded with folded BOXCARSat the center of the flame. The fitting of these

spectra were very similar to the spectra taken with the 30-cm focal length lens

with collinear CARS. The flame temperature extracted from the folded BOXCARS

measurement was 2200 K +_50 K which is close to the collinear CARSmeasurement

with the 30-cm lens. The temperature of a CH4/air flame at a stoichiometry of

0.92 calculated from the equilibrium calculation was found to be 2219 K which

is in agreement with the folded BOXCARSmeasurement.

To compare collinear CARSwith another technique, the Sodium Line Reversal

(SLR) instrument was aligned perpendicular to the CARSlaser beam to measure

temperature simultaneously with CARSat the center of the flame. The average

temperature was found to be 1952 +_150 K with the SLR measurement. The SLR
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measurement was expected to give a slightly lower temperature due to the

averaging effect. This measurement and the measurement performed close to the

flame boundaries show that the temperature measured with SLR is - 250 K lower

than the measurement from the collinear CARSmeasurement with the 30-cm focal

lens. The measurement with SLR has a much lower inferred temperature due to

the averaging of a shorter flame width (15 mm).

The col linear CARSmeasurement has been extended to measure the temperature

profile across the length of the flame. Figure I.A.4 shows the temperature

profile measured with collinear CARS and a 30-cm focal length lens. The

measurements were performed with both 70 and 140 cubic-feet-per-hour (CFH) of

the argon purge rate to define the boundary of the flame. The data were

collected at intervals of 5 mmclose to the boundary. The length of the flame

was reduced from 10.9 to 10.1 cm when the argon flow rate was increased from

70 to 140 cubic-feet-per-hour. This is due to the squeezing of the flame with

argon which was observed visually. The decrease in flame length is more on

the transmitter side than the receiver side due to the asymmetrical flow of

argon. The temperature within 9.7 cm of the flame is fairly uniform and was

found to be 2225 _+25 K with both argon-purge flow rates. A sharp decrease in

the temperature is observed at the boundaries. The temperature gradient was

found to be 162 K/mm. The CARSspectrum recorded at the boundary of the flame

has some contribution from the cold region. Temperature profile measurements

have also been made with a lO0-cm focal length lens, as shown in Figure I.A.5,

to study the effect of beam waist on the temperature profile. The temperature

was also fairly uniform and was 2150 +_30 K within 9.1 cm of the length of the

flame. The decrease is slower on both boundaries than that of the 30-cm focal

length measurement. The temperature gradient in this case is 82 K/mmcompared

with 162 K/mm in the measurement with the 30-cm focal length lens. This is

due to poorer spatial resolution from the longer interaction length and also

more cold contribution in the 100-cm focal length measurement than the 30-cm

focal length measurement. The temperature measurement results of the various

lenses show that collinear CARScan be improved with smaller beam waist. A

suitable beam waist at the focal point for a particular focusing lens can be

obtained by proper expansion of the CARSlaser beams. Further work is needed

to test the suitability of the collinear CARSfor DIAL test stand measurements.
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Work to identify the new features observed over the 2 -_3 hot band transition

of N2 CARSin the LMF4-S test run at CFFF also continued. The controller box

to control the lens traverse system and x-y-z fiber optics translator was

redesigned to improve performance in the presence of the electrical noise. An

amplifier has been incorporated in the controller box to increase the electrical

pulse coming from the computer to overcome the electrical noise near the CFFF
diffuser.

Conclusions

The temperature measurements with collinear CARSin a CH4/air flame at

0.92 stoichiometry were made with various focusing lenses. To assure the

accuracy of those measurements, the results were compared with the SLR and

folded BOXCARSmeasurements. The measurements with a 30-cm focal length lens

are in good agreement with the folded BOXCARSmeasurements. A lower inferred

temperature was found with the collinear CARSmeasurements when the 100-cm

focusing lens was used. The flame measurement results show collinear CARS,

with a suitable beamwaist at the focal point, can be used to measure the point

temperature and also the temperature profile of a combustion environment.

Work Forecast

The collinear CARStechnique will be further tested on DIAL's test stand

for temperature profile measurements. A computer model will be developed for

analyzing the temperature profile data obtained from col l i near CARS. The optics

for the mobile CARSinstrument will be modified for the forthcoming UTSl trip.
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B. Particle Size DistributionSystem (PSD)

J. D. Gassaway and W. Okhuysen

Work Performed

The data acquisitionand operator interfacesoftware requirementsfor the

field instrument were identified. The major additional requirement is the

addition of features which will allow data collectionto be synchronizedwith

a facility's operating parameters. Several count histograms, each for a

particularpredefinedset of facilityoperatingconditions,can be accumulated

concurrently. This will allow a statisticallymeaningful number of counts to

be accumulatedfor each conditionthus giving more useful information.

Histogramming hardware can be used to great advantage to reduce the

complexityof the data acquisitionsoftware. Currently,histogrammingis done

in software and the control computer's resources are utilized inefficiently

since the A/D convertermust be polledto determinethe end of a DMA acquisition

cycle. The applicabilityof multichannelanalyzerswhich are used for detection

of pulses such as encountered in nuclear spectroscopyhas been investigated.

lt may be feasible to modify one of these to suit our requirements.

The developmentof the signalprocessor for the field instrumenthas been

resumed. The ripple filter/velocimeterand Log-IF amplifier PC boardswill be

routed and fabricated by a PC board vendor with three-layercapability. The

remainder of the circuit boards will be laid out and fabricated in-house on

two-layerboards. These consist of lower speed circuits which do not require

a full ground plane.

Laboratory experimentswere performed during this quarter. Scattering

responsepatternsfor the new opticalconfiguration,foldedreceiverand optical

transmissionlink, were mapped. Liquidcell and pinholescatteringexperiments

were performed.

Conclusions

Data acquisitionand instrumentcontrol softwaremust be streamlinedsuch

that facility operatingparametersmay be correlatedto particle measurements

in a more systematicmanner.
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Work Forecast

Effortsto improveacquisitionand controlsoftwarewill continue. Building

of the new signal processorwill also continue.
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C. Potassium Emission/AbsorptionSystem (PEAS)

L. E. Bauman

Work Performed

The line reversal analysisprogramwas rewrittento calculatetemperature

and atomic densities from integratedline absorptivities. Constants for the

alkali D-lines were added to the routine. This capability was necessary for

supportof the FaradayRotationSystemdevelopment.Currentrotationexperiments

are using cesium hydroxideas the seed and the cesium lines at 455 nm are weak

and narrow, such that the D-line cannot be resolved for measurementof density

throughaprofileanalysis. The currentroutineisrelativelyslowbut acceptable

for the small amounts of data recorded in tandem with the Faraday Rotation

System. The routine requires optimization if it is to be used for larger

amounts of data, such as for a field test. The data taken on the CDIF nozzle

without seed injection will provide a good test of the new integrated line

absorptivityroutine for atomicdensities. The restorationand re-examination

of CDIF and CFFF data is still underwayat a slow pace due to a lack of manpower.

Furthertests were performedin Februaryon the DIAL test facilityto look

at potassium far wing profiles. These tests used an alternate combustor with

oxygen enrichment in an attemptto study the profiles at higher temperatures.

Preliminaryanalysis does not indicatethat higher temperatureswere achieved.

The PE/AS main calculation routine was rewritten to be more automatic

prior to sending the field system to the CDIF in March.

The system still requires the addition of stepper motor control of slit

width and replacementof the current steppermotor control of the wavelength

drive which is unreliable.

Conclqsions

The PE/AS is a field-ready instrumentthat is basically complete. The

system is a powerful spectroscopicinstrumentwith many capabilitiesand will

continue to be improved as need arises and manpower is available. Problems

with the non-Voigtprofile on the potassiumfar wings that are evident in the
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CFFF data of last May are being addressed with a study of the far wings on the

DIAL facility. The laboratory system is being used in support of the development

of the Faraday Rotation System.

Work Forecast

Work in the future will primarily concern modeling the potassium far wing

profiles.
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D. IntrusiveMulti-Probe System (IMPS)

L. R. Hester

Work Performed

The analysisof the data taken inDecember1989with the intrusivelightpipe

sensor,the wall-imbeddedthermocouplesand the MCP system on the specialtest

sectionof the DIAL test stand was completed. The results show the intrusive

lightpipe wall temperature measurements compare very favorably with the

extrapolatedthermocoupledata, but the MCP data consistentlyindicateda higher

wall temperature. After some modifications to the measurement techniques,

additionaltests were conductedduring early March. The resultsof these tests

indicate that lightpipe sensor distance from the wall and certain types of

seedingaffectthe measurementvalues. Additionaltests are plannedto evaluate

these effects and develop techniquesto eliminatethem.

The constructiondrawings for the intrusive SLR sensor's optics holder

were completed and constructionstarted. Major problems solved with the new

holder include vibration and alignment problems. Considerablework was also

accomplishedon the fasterdata collectionsoftwarefor the intrusiveSLR sensor

to reduce the gas stream exposure time.

Conclusions

Additional tests with the intrusivelightpipe sensor using the special

test section of the DIAL test stand are needed to refine the calibrationof

the sensor. These tests are primarily to evaluate and eliminatedistance and

seeding effects on the sensor measurements.

Work Forecast

Additionaltests on the intrusivelightpipesensorfor calibrationpurposes

are to be conducted. The intrusivelightpipe sensor and support system will

be used to make surface temperature measurements on a special probe in the

superheatersection of the CFFF during the LMF4-T test. Procedures for these

tests are to be developed during the next work phase. Also, plans are to

complete constructionof the intrusiveSLR optics holder for some field tests

during LMF4-T.
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E. Faraday Rotation System (FRS)

L. E. Bauman

Work Performed

Furtherlaboratorytests on cesium seededflameshave consistentlyyielded

rotation angles of about 5°. Measurementof electron density in seeded flames

is being done in tandem with the laboratoryPE/AS and tests were halted when

part of this system was taken with the field system to the CDIF.

Work on system characterizationwas delayed by the lack of a second

polarizer which is required for determination of the laser and polarizer

performance. A replacement far infraredgrid polarizerwas received late in

this quarter and experimentsto characterizethe imperfectionof the polarizer

were completed. Experimentsto measure the laser beam ellipticity indicate

perfect polarization within the measurement precision. The ellipticity

introducedinto the laser beam by thewaveguide remainsto be studied. Software

for system control, data acquisition and analysls on an IBM-compatible386

computer is being written.

Conclusions

Work on system characterizationis proceeding.

Work Forecast

The majority of work that needs to be completed shortly is switching the

computer control, data acquisition,and analysisto a more reliable computer.
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F. Multi-Purpose Imaging System (MPIS)

R. Lengel and J. S. Lindner

Work P_rforme.d

Preliminary studies on rubidium LIF continued. The large separation of

the Rb doublet, 14.7 nm, allows the use of moderate dispersion wavelength

discriminationto simultaneouslyimage both rubidium lines. For these studies

the fluorescencearising from an unexparldedlaser beam (no cylindricaloptics)

was focused onto a 1200 groove-per-millimeterdiffraction grating and then

directed to the charge injectiondevice (CID) camera. The grating provided a

spectral dispersion of 0.36 nm-per-CID-pixel-e!ementwhich is sufficient to

provide fully resolved images of the two lines.

Figure I.F.I is an ii,lagecapturedwhen the laser was tuned to the 780-nm

resonanceline (the lower of the two bright areas); however, emission is also

visible from the 794.7-nm resonanceline. The two lines are tilted due to a

rotation of the grating and ,xrebroadened by a combination of the intrinsic

line widths of the emissionsand the non-optimizedgeometry of the laboratory

constructedgratingmonochromator.Assumingthermalequilibriumoftheemitting

levels, which are separated in energy by 238 cm-I (354 K), the ratio of the

intensitiesof these two images indicates _ flame core temperature of 750 K.

Since 1800 K would have been predicted, this low result could be caused by

either an artificiallylow intensityof the 780-nm line or a high intensityat

794.7 (the intensity ratio, I (794.7)/I (780), is predicted to be 0.54 for a

2000 K flame as opposed to the measured value of 0.8). An increase in the

intensity at 794.7 nm seems unlikely since the response of the system should

fall off at longer wavelengths due to the inherent characteristics of the

intensifierand the CID elementsof the camera, lt is, however,quite possible

that the higher energy 5P3/2 state is destroyedby collisionalenergy transfer

more rapidly than the lower 5PI/2 .tate resulting in a 7 ,_'_.rthan expected

intensityat 780nm. Regardlessof the accuracyofthetempevd_U_ •determination

the method will allow the determinationof temperature gradients.

The paper "Laser FluorescenceImaging of Potassium Atoms in Combustion

Systems" was presented at the 28th AIAA Aerospace Sciences meeting in Reno,

Nevada.I Abstracts entitled "The Use of Rubidium as a Surrogate for Potassium
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in Combustion System Imaging" and "Laser Induced Fluorescence Imaging of Rubidium

in Combustion Systems" were accepted for the AIAA Plasmadynamics and Lasers

conference and the 28th Symposium on Engineering Aspects of MHD meeting,

respectively.

Conclusions

The ability to image the two rubidium resonance lines will allow the

determination of relative temperature gradient information.

Work Forecast

Optimization of the laboratory constructed grating monochromator will

permit further studies on the accuracy of the temperature determination and

the question of the extent of collisional energy transfer.

References
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G. DifferentialAbsorption Laser SpectroscopySystem (DALAS)

David L. Monts

Work Performed

Work beganon the DifferentialAbsorptionLaser Spectroscopy(DALAS)System

(see Figure I.G.I) for measurementof line-of-sight-averagedspecies concen-

tration. The main effort has been towardconstructionof the oscillatorsection

of an alternating,two-wavelengthdye laser based on the design of Hung and

Brechignac.I The dye laser output power will ultimately need to be increased

by addition of an amplifier section to the dye laser. But because proper

operationof the dye laser's oscillator section is crucial to the success of

DALAS and because dye laser amplificationis rather straight-forward,effort

for the present is concentratingon the oscillator section.

The opticalcomponents for the oscillator section have been mounted. An

opticalmountpermittingindependentselectionof the dye laser'stwowavelengths

has been designed and constructed,as has a mount for the oscillatordye cell.

The dye circulationsystemhas beentested. Using spreadsheetcomputersoftware,

theoreticallyideal positionsfor the optical components have been determined

for the Rhodamine590 dye lasing region (552 - 580 nm). The dye laser is being

set up using Rhodamine 590 as the laser dye because this dye produces the

highest Nd:YAG-pumpeddye laser power output and, hence, facilitates optimi-

zationof dye laser operatingconditions. Alignmentof the dye laser components

to obtain lasing has begun. In order to simplify the laser system as much as

possible to enhance the ease of obtaining lasing for the first time, the dye

laser is being operated at a singlewavelength. Once lasing has been achieved,

developmentof the steppermotor systemfor producingthe differentwavelengths

on alternatelaser pulses will commence. Bid specificationsfor the computer

and for the boxcar averager system have been written and are awaiting internal

approval.

Conclusions

Work on this project is progressingweil.
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Work Forecast

During the next quarter, lasing from the dye laser oscillator section

should be obtained, and characterization and optimization of its output should

begin. The computer and other equipment should be received. In addition,

design and construction of the detection system will begin, as well as design

of the stepper motor system for alternating the wavelength of the dye laser.

References

I. Hung, N. D., and Brechignac, P. 1988. Tunable alternate double-wavelength

single grating dye laser for DIAL systems. Appl. Opt. 27:1906-1908.
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H. Laser Optogalvanic Spectroscopy System (LOGS)
David L. Monts

Work Performed

During the first quarter of 1990, work began on the Laser Optogalvanic

Spectroscopy (LOGS) System (see Figure I.H.I) for temperature determination

and species identification. An electrode mount has been assembled that permits

independent translation of the electrode vertically and horizontally through

the flame of a homemadeslot burner. A pre-amplifier for the LOGSsignal,

based on the design of Havrilla and Green, has been constructed and tested. I

Using available equipment, the LOGS signals of argon in a hollow cathode

spectroscopic lamp have been monitored on an oscilloscope.

Modification of existing software enables the wavelength of a commercial

dye laser (Quanta-Ray PDLI) to be scanned under computer control of an available

DEC computer. Attempts to use the DEC computer to record LOGSspectra have

not been successful.

Using a slot burner, the LOGSsignals of atomic species in their ground

electronic state (sodium 589.0 and 589.6 nm transitions) and of atomic species

in excited electronic states (potassium 581.3 and 583.2 nm transitions) have

been observed on an escilloscope; and LOGSspectra produced by scanning the

dye laser wavelength have been recorded on a chart recorder (see Figure I.H.2).

Both species were introduced into the methane/air flame by aspirating aqueous

salts into the slot burner. The LOGSsignal of sodium solutions as dilute as

10 mg sodium/L of solution (10 ppm) has been observed.

At present, welding rods are being used as electrodes, since pure tungsten

has the highest melting point of any of the elements and the welding rod alloy

is primarily tungsten. The electrode "ages" due to reactions with flame species,

especially oxygen. We have begun an investigation of how the electrode's

composition, size, and "aging" affect the LOGSsignal. The LOGSspectrum of

a molecular species believed to be a tungsten oxide is observable whenever the

dye laser beam grazes the electrode.

Bid specifications for the frequency-doubling system have been written

and are awaiting internal approval.
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Figure I.H.2. LOGS spectrum of potassium 581.3 nm transition.
Scan extends from 581.0 nm to 581.5 nm.
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Conclusions

Work on this project is progressing weil.

Work Forecast

During the next quarter, investigation of the effect of electrode "aging",

composition, and size on the LOGSsignal will continue. Efforts to optimize

the LOGSsystem and further enhance the signal-to-noise ratio will continue.

The frequency-doubling system should be installed.

Because the DEC computer currently in use is about eight years old, it

frequently needs repair. During the next quarter, delivery is expected of a

PC-compatible computer system (to be shared with the DALASsystem) that can be

used not only to scan the dye laser, but also to collect data. Since the

computer architecture of the DEC is very different from that of a PC, new

computer software for the PC must be developed.

References
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I. Cross CorrelationSystem (CCS)

O. P. Norton

Work Performed

The purchaseof a personalcomputerwith A/D boardwas postponedto evaluate

otherpossibleconfigurationssuchas a CAMAC (ANSI/IEEE583)crate and transient

digitizer connected to a PC with a GP-IB (IEEE 488) interface. Performance

and price informationwas collectedon these systemsfrom severalmanufacturers

and compared to the originally specifiedPC with an A/D board.

A CAMAC-baseddata acquisitionsystemwould be more expensive than buying

an A/D board to fit into a PC. The CAMAC crate, controller, and a transient

digitizermodule adequate for the Cross CorrelationSystemwould cost at least

$9000. In addition, a PC would be needed to calculate the cross correlation

functions. An A/D board and the PC to put it in could be purchased for less.

Consequently,although the CAMAC system would offer some advantages, it rep-

resentsa higher priced option than the PC with internalA/D board. Therefore,

the equipment originally in the contract will be purchased.

A series of benchmarks were made using simulateddata to determine the

computation time for the cross correlation data reduction with different

computers. The 80286 and 80386-basedsystems were tested with, and without,

numerical coprocessors. The time required to compute the cross correlation

functionfor different lengthdata recordson each computerwas measured. Some

preliminary test stand data were taken using a borrowed PC and A/D converter

board.

Conclusions

The benchmarks indicate that an 80386-based PC with an 80387 numeric

coprocessor is highly desirable for computing cross correlation Functionson

the fly. A 25-MHz system should be purchased, as it represents a small price

differentialover slower systems. In contrast, a 33-MHz system represents a

substantialprice jump and is not justified.

Preliminarydata takenon the teststand indicatethat the Cross Correlation

System measures a velocity which is very close to the centerline velocity

measured with the LDV.
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Work Forecast

A 25-MHz, 80387-equipped, 80386-based PC with an internal A/D converter

board will be purchased during the next quarter. Further data will be taken

on the test stand and analyzed.
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Task 2. Test Stand Operations" J. A. Etheridge

Work Performed

A. Test Stand Modifications

No modificationswere made to the test stand.

B. Test Stand Runs

Nine test stand runs were completedduring this quarter. Table 2.B.I is

a summary of all the test runs for this quarter. The total run time was

approximately91 hours. Three PE/AStest runswere done with oxygen enrichment.

These were the first tests of this type to be done on this test stand. Oxygen

was injected upstream of the combustor at a flow rate of 50 Ibs/hr while

combustion air flowrate was 400 Ibs/hr. Air preheat was varied from 400 to

1050 K. The maximum temperaturereached during these tests was approximately

2630 K. After these three test runs the combustor was removed for a visual

inspectionof the test stand. The only effect noted was that the ends of the

port pipes that are inside the refractory lining had been burned away. This

section of port pipe is used during constructionof a test section as a form

tomold the refractoryaroundand does not contributeto the structuralintegrity

of the test stand.
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Table 2.B.I. Test stand runs, January -March, 1990.

RUN # DATE INSTRUMENTS CONDITIONS RUNTIME

I 1/25 SLR Clean 8 hrs.

2 1/31 SLR/PEAS Seed Injection 8 hrs.

3 2/6 CARS Seed Injection 9 hrs.

4 2/14 CARS Seed Injection 8 hrs.

5 2/22 PEAS 02 Injection 9 hrs.

6 2/27 PEAS 02 Injection 9 hrs.

7 3/I PEAS 02 Injection 6 hrs.

8 3/6 SLR/PROBE Clean 8 hrs.

9 3/27 CARS Clean 6 hrs.
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Task 3. Technical Support for National MHDP_ogram: R. D. Benton

Work PerfQrmed

A. Field Measurements

A new device to remotely remove s_ag from the optical path was designed

and fabricated. The PE/AS software was revised to allow data analysis with

less operator intervention. Preparations were made for testing and the PE/AS

system was taken to CDIF for temperature measurements at the nozzle exit.

Tests at CDIF and CFFF are scheduled for the next quarter. Weanticipate

PE/AS, LDV, and GASmeasurements at CDIF. The TCLT, LDV, and IMPS systems are
scheduled for the next CFFF test. We will Continue to make measurements in

support of testing at DOEfacilities on request.

B. Field Tests/Instrument Modifications

The CARSand PSDsystems will be used at the next CFFF test.

C. Mobile Instrument Laboratory

The Mobile Instrument Laboratory is available for field use.

m

m
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Task 4. Project Management

This is an ongoing task considered up to date with the submission of this

report.
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Task 5. Technology Transfer

While mindful of the mission of this task, there is nothing to report for

this quarter.
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